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DECISION AND ORDER

On September 25, 1990, Local #134  of the Public Works Union (hereafter Local 134)
filed a complaint (MPP-13,250) with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
(hereafter the Labor Board), alleging that the Town of Stratford (hereafter the Town) had
engaged in practices prohibited by the Municipal Employee Relations Act (hereafter the Act).
Specifically, Local 134 alleged that the Town violated the terms of a grievance settlement
agreement when it used outside contractors on or about August 27, 1990 to cut grass at the
Town ballfields and to repair damaged roads with hot asphalt, work that had customarily
been performed by Local 134 bargaining unit employees.
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On January 15, 1991, Local 134 filed another complaint with the Labor Board
(MPP-13,506) alleging that the Town violated the same settlement agreement and refused to
bargain in good faith when it hired outside contractors in December, 1990 and January, 1991
to remove snow and ice at all Town schools, work that had customarily been performed by
Local 134 bargaining unit employees.’

On June 10, 1991, Local 134 filed another complaint with the Labor BTard
(MPP-13,834) alleging that the Town violated the same settlement agreement when it hired
outside contractors to paint the Town Hall and the Boothe  Park “gondola” at a time in 1991
when the Town had laid off painters who were bargaining unit members.

On July 15, 1991, the cases were consolidated.

After the requisite preliminary steps were taken, the cases came before the Board for
a hearing on September 3, 1991, December 10, 1991, April 28, 1992, June 9, 1992,
September 11, 1992, May 18, 1993 and May 19, 1993. All parties were represented by
counsel and were allowed to present evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses and
make argument. Post-hearing briefs and reply briefs were submitted by all parties, the last
of which was received by the Labor Board on August 31, 1993. Based on the entire record
before us, we make the following findings of fact, conclusions of law and we issue the
following order.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Town is an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2 . The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act, and at all
relevant times, has been the exclusive bargaining representative for all full-time employees in
the Town’s Public Works Department. (Ex. 1)

3 . The Union and the Town were parties to a collective bargaining agreement with
effective dates of July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1990 which contained the following
provision in relevant part:

ARTICLE 19 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

Except where such rights, powers and authority are specifically relinquished, abridged
or limited by the Provisions of the Agreement, the Town has and will continue to

I In its complaint, the Union also claimed that the Town violated a settlement agreement in Case No.
MPP-13,249. Although the settlement agreement was entered into evidence, no other information was
presented regarding this allegation and we consider it abandoned.
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retain, whether exercised or not, all of the rights, powers and authority heretofore had
by it, except where such rights, power and authority are specifically relinquished.

* * *

H. To establish Contracts or Sub-Contracts for Municipal operations provided  that
this right shall not be used for the purpose or intention of undermining the
Association or discrimination against its members. All work customarily
performed by the employees of the Bargaining Unit shall be continued to be so
performed unless in sole judgment of the Town it can be done more economically or
expeditiously otherwise.

* * *
(Ex. 1)

4 . The successor agreement, with effective dates of July 1, 1990 through June 30,
1993 contained the same provision. This agreement resulted from an interest arbitration
award issued in October, 1991. (Ex. 32)

5. In July, 1989 the Town laid off ten members of the Union: D. Esposito,
G. Argianis, R. Steiz, T. McCallion,  N. Jefferson, C. Sotos, R. Chatlos, L. Gallick,
R. Velez and M. Pucci. (Exs.  15 and 26)

6. Subsequently, between August and September, 1989, the Town recalled seven of
the ten union workers who received lay off notices; two workers refused to return and one
union worker retired. Despite the recall, several members of the bargaining unit were
downgraded and received decreases in pay grades as a result of the layoff. (Exs.  15 and 26)

7. As a result of the 1989 layoffs, the Union filed several grievances and, on March
30, 1990, a prohibited practice complaint with the Labor Board in Case No. MPP-12,807:
On July 16, 1990, the Town and the Union signed a settlement agreement in Case Number
MPP- 12,807 which provided the following:

In full settlement of MPP-12,807, the Town of Stratford and Public Works Union
Local 134 agree that notwithstanding the provision of Article 19, Section H of the
Agreement that no bargaining unit member shall be laid off as a result of
subcontracting work customarily performed by bargaining unit members. The parties
further agree that no bargaining unit member shall be laid off if temporary employees
are performing work customarily performed by bargaining unit members. The parties

2 The complaint in Case No. MPP-12,807 alleged that the Town had refused to discuss grievances with
the Union and had discriminated against Union members. (Ex. 22)
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also agree that those employees who have been downgraded shall have their previous
pay grade restored and said employees shall be placed in positions as agreed by the
parties.

John Troiani shall be placed in the classification of Maintenance Repair Man at Grade
8-6. -

8. The settlement agreement further provided that the Union would withdraw the
prohibited practice complaint in Case No. MPP-12,807 and several pending grievances.
(Ex. 2)

9 . Following the signing of the settlement agreement referred to above, the parties
agreed upon the positions and salaries to which affected employees would be returned.
(Ex. 5)

10. The Town immediately complied with the agreement and restored individuals to
their former pay grades, placing some in new positions as agreed by the parties. Five
positions were eliminated from the 1990/91  fiscal budget. (Ex.  5a-c.)

11. In January, 1991, the Town proposed to reduce the budget of the public works
department by eliminating the “grass collection service”, a function of the public works
department in which workers would pick up grass clippings and other yard debris from
residences. This service had been conducted on separate routes from the normal garbage
collection routes performed by sanitation workers. On January 14, 1991, the Town issued
lay off notices to nine union members. (Ex. 28)

12. The collective bargaining agreement between the parties provided “bumping
rights” for senior employees which allowed them to bump employees with less seniority in
the event of a layoff. (Ex. 1)

13. As a direct result of the lay off notices that the Town issued on January 14,
1991, the Town conducted four sessions for the members of the bargaining unit to exercise
their seniority rights by bumping fellow union members with lower seniority out of their
existing positions. The result of this bumping initially caused two employees to be separated
from employment and others to be transferred to different positions within the Town without
a significant change in pay.

14. On March 25, 1991, the Town issued lay off notices to twelve more employees.
Again, sessions were conducted to allow bargaining unit members to exercise their bumping
rights. This round of bumping resulted in a large number of union members being
transferred into new job classifications with a lower pay grade than they previously held.
Eight employees were actually separated from employment. The remainder of transferred
employees had no change, at least in salary grade. (Ex.  29)
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15. Of the eight employees laid off and separated from employment in spring, 1991,
one was recalled in August, 1991; two were recalled in September, 199 1; four were recalled
in April, 1992; and one employee, DaLoma,  refused recall because it was to a lesser position
than the one previously held by him.

16. Among the employees negatively effected by the layoff notices and bumping
procedures referred to above, were Troiani and Seale who had been specificaji upgraded by
the July, 1990 settlement agreement. Troiani and Seale were bumped out of their positions
and received a decrease in salary. Also, employees Piccirillo and Verarame were bumped
out of their positions but did not experience a decrease in pay. (Exs. 28, 29)

17. Due to the layoff notices issued in January and March, 1991, the Union filed an
application for a temporary restraining order in the Superior Court. On April 15, 1991,
Judge George Thim of the Superior Court entered a temporary restraining order with the
consent of the Town and the Union. The order provided:

No bargaining unit employee will be laid off or assigned to a different job on account
of the present or future use of any outside subcontractors or temporary employees;
provided all laid off bargaining [sic] unit employees have been offered and rejected
such work unless thirty days (30) advance written notice of the intent to do so has
been given to the local.

And in that event, either party can reclaim the pending order to show cause. The
offer of work to laid off bargaining [sic] unit employees shall be the same as notice
given to temporary employees . . . . (Ex. 10)

18. The court dissolved the restraining order in a written decision on July 24, 1994.
(Ex. 34)

19. The transfer of employees to lesser paying positions due to the “bumping”
procedure was a “lay off” as that term is used in the settlement agreement regarding Case
No. MPP-12,809.

GRASS CUTTING

20. The work of cutting grass at various places in Town is work customarily
performed by the bargaining unit members.

21. Prior to July, 1990, the Town and the Union had agreed that the Town could use
“Spare Collectors I” to man sanitation and grass cutting routes. (Ex. 1, p. 53, Letter of
Understanding). When this initial agreement was signed, “Spare Collectors I” referred to
full time employees from other areas in Town who “floated” to help with these routes.
(Tr , 444-453)
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22. Sometime after 1985, the agreement referred to above led to the practice of the
Town using temporary workers from an employment service as the “spares”. This informal
arrangement was never reduced to writing and the “Letter of Understanding” as referred to
above remains in the current collective bargaining agreement. Prior to 1989, no bargaining
unit employees were laid off while temporary employees were being used to cut grass or man
sanitation routes. (Ex.  32) 4

23. In the spring of 1990, the Town contracted for the first time with private
contractors to cut grass and trim hedges at various places in Town. The contracts covered
the period from Spring, 1990 through September, 1990 with instructions for shrubbery
trimming to be conducted at the end of August, 1990. (Ex.  11)

24. During the period of time the subcontracting referred to in Finding of Fact #22
after July, 1990, no bargaining unit employees were laid off and separated from employment
nor were any bargaining unit employees bumped out of their positions and paid at a lower
pay grade than they had previously received. This was due to the settlement agreement
reached on July 16, 1990 in Case No. MPP-12,807.

25. On July 24, 1990, the Town issued a purchase order for an outside contractor to
perform renovation work on the Town ballfields. This work involves putting in softball
fields, tennis courts, and several fields for gym classes and public recreation at a cost of
approximately $250,000. The work on the ballfields was continuing at the time of the
hearing in this matter. (Ex. 26)

26. In the spring of 1991, the Town contracted with a private contractor to cut grass
at the Railroad station. In June, 1991, the Town canceled the contract for grass cutting
services to satisfy the court injunction. (Ex. 9). The use of non-bargaining unit workers to
cut grass stopped when Judge Thim entered his order in the injunction case.

ROAD REPAIR

27. The work of repairing roads is work customarily performed by the bargaining
unit.

28. Prior to 1990, the members of the bargaining unit and outside contractors had
both performed work repairing bad spots ‘on the Town roads. (Tr., 6/g/94,  pp. 439-440). In
the past, the Town has always used an outside contractor to “fill in” bad spots in roads with
the use of an infra-red machine because the Town does not own this type of equipment.

29. No members of the bargaining unit were laid off while the outside contractors
performed infrared work prior to 1989.

30. In the Spring of 1991 and September, 1991, the Town contracted with an outside
contractor to perform infra-red patching on roads. This work was subcontracted at a time
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when employees from the bargaining unit were laid off and separated from employment and
were “bumped down” to lesser paying positions.

BUILDING RENOVATION AND  PAINTING

31. Prior to 1989, the members of the bargaining unit had performed certain
renovation work on park buildings, schools, and part of the railroad station. The  work
performed by bargaining unit members in this capacity included carpentry, electrical,
plumbing, heating and painting entire buildings.

32. The Town has, and continues to use, outside contractors on major building
renovation work, particularly when the Town issued bonds or used state or federal funds to
pay for the projects. These projects have included two to ten schools in the past. In the
past, when the Town has used outside contractors, no bargaining unit employees have been
laid off.

33. During the relevant time period concerning this complaint, the Town used
outside contractors to perform work at the Boothe  Park “gondola”,3  the Railroad Station and
the Town Hall at a time when bargaining unit employees were laid off.

34. The work of performing painting at the Boothe  Park gondola is work customarily
performed by the bargaining unit. r

35. The work of painting at the Town Hall in the context of the renovation project at
that location is not work customarily performed by the bargaining unit.

ICE AND SNOW REMOVAL

36. The work of removing snow and ice from Town property is work customarily
performed by the bargaining unit.

37. In the past, the Town has contracted with outside contractors for snow and ice
removal at various places in Town when the Town has needed  extra help.

38. In late 1990 and early 1991, on at least two occasions prior to the lay off notices
at issue in this case, the Town contracted with an outside contractor to perform snow and ice
removal at the schools and at various places in Town.

39. At the time that the Town contracted out the snow and ice removal referred to
above, there were no bargaining unit employees laid off and separated from employment or
bumped into lesser paying positions.

3 The name “gondola” refers to a building located in Boothe  Park and nicknamed for its shape.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. An employer commits a violation of the Act when it fails to abide by a valid
grievance settlement agreement.

2 . When a party charges that there has been a refusal to comply with a grievance
settlement, the Labor Board will interpret the settlement agreement to ascertai??what  it
requires and will then determine if the respondent has complied with those requirements.

3. In this case, the settlement agreement required that the Town refrain from using
any temporary or non-bargaining unit personnel to perform work which normally is
performed by the bargaining unit at a time when any member of the bargaining unit was
either separated from employment or bumped out of their position and receiving a lower pay
grade.

4. ln  this case, the term “customarily performed by the bargaining unit” means work
which the members of the bargaining unit have routinely performed in the past, regardless of
whether that work was performed in the past exclusively by bargaining unit members or in
conjunction with other non-bargaining unit personnel.

5. The July 16, 1990 settlement agreement bound the parties until it was properly
modified or terminated.

6 . The Town failed to abide by the settlement agreement when it used outside
contractors to paint the Boothe  Park gondola at a time when members of the bargaining unit
were either separated from employment or bumped out of positions and receiving a lower
pay grade than required in the July, 1990 settlement agreement.

7 . The Town did not fail to abide by the settlement agreement when it contracted out
grass cutting at the railroad station in the summer of 1990 and snow and ice removal in late
1990 and early 1991 because no members of the bargaining unit were either separated from
employment or bumped out of positions and receiving a lower pay grade at the time of this
subcontracting.

8. The Town did not violate the settlement agreement when it subcontracted the
painting renovation of the Town hall because this project was not the type of work
customarily performed by the bargaining unit.

9 . The Town did not violate the settlement agreement when it subcontracted infra-red
road repair because this was not work customarily performed by the bargaining unit.

8
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10. The Town failed to abide by the terms of the settlement agreement when it
removed employees from the positions and pay grades established for those employees in the
July, 1990 settlement agreement.

DISCUSSION

In this case, we must decide whether certain specific alleged actions of%e  Town of
Stratford violate a settlement agreement entered into by the Town and the Union on July 16,
1990. At the outset, we note that the hearing in this case revealed much information which
does not directly involve the specific incidents described in the consolidated complaints.
Additionally, the record contains many references to other unspecified grievances and
complaints which may or may not involve the same settlement agreement. This decision is
limited to analysis of the specific allegations contained in the consolidated complaints heard
before this panel.

We will also consider the question of whether removing certain employees from the
positions and pay grades established in the July, 1990 settlement agreement constitutes a
separate violation. In this regard, we will determine whether the Town was required to
maintain the employees listed in the 1990 settlement agreement in the positions specified in
that settlement agreement and for what period of time this requirement was binding on the
Town. We consider this latter issue because, although not directly alleged on the face of the
complaints, the parties have agreed to include this issue for consideration by this panel.

With regard to any other actions by the Town, which may have been described in
testimony but not alleged in the complaints, we leave to the parties to determine whatever
course of action they may believe is appropriate.

Turning to the allegations presented, 0  7-470(a)(6) specifies that “refusing to comply
with a grievance settlement” is a prohibited practice and a violation of the Act and we have
so held in the past. Town of East Haven, Decision No. 2378 (1985); Town of East
Hartford, Decision No. 1439 (1976),  enforced, Connecticut Stale  Board of Labor Relations
v. Town of East Hartford, Super. Ct. Hartford, Dkt. No. 214657 (May 12, 1978, Burns,
J.). When a party charges that there has been a refusal to comply with a grievance
settlement or arbitration award, we will interpret the settlement or award to ascertain what it
requires and then determine whether the respondent has complied with those requirements.
This is an objective standard, and we will find no defense in the assertion that the
respondent’s action is based on a good faith or plausible interpretation of the settlement.
Town of Newirigton,  Decision No. 2957 (1991); Weston Board of Education, Decision No.
2678 (1988); Hartford Board of Education, Decision No.2683 (1988); Naugatuck Board of
Education, Decision No. 3186 (1994); City of New Haven, Decision No. 3060 (1992).

In addition to determining what the settlement agreement requires, we must
sometimes make an initial determination of the duration of the settlement agreement. In City
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of New Haven, sups,  we set forth the rule for determining the duration of settlement
agreements. We stated:

Where the parties enter into a grievance settlement agreement but do not
include a termination date (or the subject matter does not clearly imply one),
that agreement is binding at least for the term of the overall collective-
bargaining agreement, and until a successor contract is reached by agreement
(and approved) or in arbitration.

If the agreement concerns a permissive subject of bargaining, then a party
wishing to terminate that agreement must notify the opposing party at the time
of negotiations for a successor contract that it is withdrawing from the
settlement agreement, and it may then refuse to deal with the subject further.
Of course, as with any permissive subject of bargaining, a party may have a
duty to bargain concerning certain impacts resulting from a termination of the
agreement.

If the agreement concerns a mandatorv subject of bargaining, then the party
seeking to terminate the agreement must introduce the proposed termination as
a subject of bargaining in negotiations for a successor collective bargaining
agreement and bargain until agreement is reached or impasse procedures are
instituted. The final contract provision will determine the subject at issue.

If a party fails to raise the settlement agreement in the appropriate fashion, as
outline above, the settlement agreement will continue in effect unless and until
the procedures referenced above are followed. Citv of New Haven, supra,
Naugatuck  Board of Education, Dec. No. 3186 (1994).

The above describes the relevant law concerning settlement agreements.

INTERPRETATION OF THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

In this case, we must start our analysis with an examination of the words of the
agreement in order to determine the obligations of the parties. The relevant language in the
settlement agreement states that the Town and the Union agreed that: I’. . . notwithstanding
the provision of Article 19, Section H of the agreement that no bargaining unit member shall
be laid off as a result of subcontracting work customarily performed by bargaining unit
members. The parties further agree that no bargaining unit member shall be laid off if
temporary employees are performing work customarily performed by bargaining unit
members . . . . ” Thus, although Article 19, Section H appeared to give the Town certain
discretion to contract out work, the settlement agreement narrowed that discretion.

The Union argues that, during the time that bargaining unit members were either
separated from employment or experiencing a reduction in pay grade, the Town was required
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to refrain from using temporaries or outside contractors to perform any work which has been
performed in the past by bargaining unit members.

The Town argues that the settlement agreement only requires it to refrain from using
outside contractors if: (1) there were bargaining unit employees actually separated from
employment; (2) the use of outside contractors can be shown to have caused the separation
from employment; and (3) the work which was performed by the outside conti%tors  was
work which, by practice and precedent can be shown to have been performed regularly in the
past by the bargaining unit.4 Thus, the Town argues that unless all three of the above
criteria are met, the settlement agreement does not prevent them from contracting out work.’

We interpret the settlement agreement in the following manner. First, we find that
the term “laid off” refers to either separation from employment or a “bump” into another
lesser paying position. The employees who are “bumped” out of their positions into lower
paying positions are certainly “laid off” from the specific positions which they held. The
fact that they are still employed at a lesser paying position does not negate the fact that they
are not working in their established positions and that their status has changed significantly.
This interpretation is supported by the language of the 1987-1990 collective bargaining
agreement. Article lo-seniority, Section (d)(l) states in relevant part: ” . . . An employee
who bumps into another Bargaining Unit position shall have recall rights for a period of four
years to the position from which he was laid off . . . ” Thus, the contract language
recognizes that an employee is laid off from his position when he is bumped into another
position and gives that employee rights to his former job if it becomes available. Since the
same parties who entered into the collective bargaining agreement also entered into the 1990
settlement agreement, it is logical to conclude that the term “laid off” as contained in the
settlement carries with it the same broad definition as contained in the contract.

We turn next to our analysis of the words “as a result of subcontracting work . . . “,
as contained in the settlement agreement. In analyzing these allegations, we will not require
the Union to produce some sort of evidence to show that the sole cause of the lay offs was
subcontracting. It would be virtually impossible for the Union to make such a showing. In
this regard, we believe it is more in keeping with the spirit of the agreement to review the
circumstances of the subcontracting, including the timing thereof, to determine whether the

4 This definition of customary work is taken from the testimony of former Town Manager, Ronald
Owens.

5 Most of the Town’s brief focuses on its right to “contract out” work, as opposed to the use of the
“temporaries”. As the Town points out in its brief, the Union does not allege anywhere in its
complaints that the use of temporaries by the Town violated the settlement agreement. The Union did,
however, introduce much evidence at the hearing about the use of temporaries on sanitation routes.
Although the Union was given the opportunity to amend its complaints at the hearing, it failed to do so.
Therefore, as stated in the first portion of this discussion, we will not consider allegations which do not
appear in the complaints or which have not been agreed upon by the parties.
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subcontracting played a part in the Town’s ability to lay off bargaining unit members. If we
determine that the subcontracting was a factor in the Town’s ability to reduce its workforce
and/or the pay grades of its employees, we will find that the lay offs occurred as a result of
the subcontracting.

Finally, we turn to the phrase ‘I. . . work customarily performed by bargaining unit
members . . . . ” This is a difficult phrase to define and the parties have notTeen  helpful in
this regard. The Town seems to argue, at points, that in order for the work in question to
have been “customarily performed” by the bargaining unit, the work must have been
“exclusively performed” in the past by the bargaining unit. In essence, the Town comes
close to making an argument based on its interpretation of our “shared work” doctrine. a:
Metrogolitan  District  Commission, Decision No. 3 116 (1993).

At the same time, the Town argues that the phrase “customarily performed” must be
given a practical meaning in the context of past practice.

To the extent that the Town is arguing something akin to a “shared work” analysis,
we reject such an interpretation. We find the term “customarily performed” as used in the
settlement agreement to mean work which has historically been performed primarily by the
bargaining unit members, even if the work has, at times, also been performed by others.
This is the most logical interpretation of the agreement. If the parties meant to refer to work
“exclusively” performed by the bargaining unit, they could have done so in the settlement
agreement. Thus, we will analyze the facts of this case by looking at whether the types of
work in question have been recognized by the parties as belonging primarily to the
bargaining unit, even if for a variety of reasons, the work has also been performed at times
by others.

DURATION OF THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

Turning next to the duration of the settlement agreement, we note that we must decide
this question because the parties have included, as an issue, the question of the removal from
their positions of some of the employees who were specifically upgraded in the July, 1990
settlement agreement. This is a separate issue from the questions regarding the use of
subcontractors or temporaries. This question involves the Town’s duty to maintain the pay ’
grades and positions of the individuals referred to in the settlement agreement and the
duration of that duty. Thus, while we may decide that the Town had a right to subcontract
work in some instances, we may also independently decide that the Town was not allowed to
remove the specified employees from their positions due to the mandates of the settlement
agreement. These are separate issues and must be viewed individually.

In accordance with the rule set forth in City  of New Haven, supra, we find that the
Town was bound to the terms of the settlement agreement for at least the duration of the
1987-1990 collective bargaining agreement, which remained in effect by operation of law
until October, 1991 when a successor agreement resulted from arbitration. This conclusion
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is based on the fact that there is no term indicated in the settlement agreement and none is
clearly implied from the subject matter. Thus, under the rule established in CY&y of New
Haven, sups,  we find that the settlement binds the parties until such time as the settlement
agreement is properly modified or termina&L6

Because the Town was bound by the settlement agreement for at least se  time
described above, the Town violated the settlement agreement when it removed any of the
listed employees from their positions and/or pay grades during 1991, up to at least October
of that year when the successor contract was issued in arbitration. Thus, regardless of any
issues concerning the right to subcontract work which have yet to be discussed, the Town
failed to abide by the settlement agreement when it removed any of the employees from the
position and pay grade to which they had been assigned in July 1990. We note that this is
the only logical conclusion to reach regarding this settlement agreement. Although the Town
urges us to conclude that it was not bound to keep employees in their positions for any
specific period of time, we believe this would result in a conclusion which would render the
settlement meaningless. If we accept the Town’s argument, it would mean that the Town
could feasibly have complied with the agreement by restoring employees’ positions and pay
grades for only one day. We do not believe such an interpretation is in keeping with the
spirit of the agreement or the rule established by this Board concerning settlement
agreements. Accordingly, we will order the Town to make whole any employees who were
removed from their positions during the term of the settlement agreement, which we find to
be from July 12, 1990 until such time as the settlement agreement is properly modified or
terminated.

.

MPP-13,250 (Grass cutting at ballfields and repair of roads on August 27, 1990)

In this complaint, the Union first alleges that the Town violated the settlement
agreement in August, 1990 by hiring outsiders to perform grass cutting at ballfields. The
Town has admitted that it hired outside contractors for the first time in the spring and
summer of 1990 to perform this work.

We do not find a violation in this first allegation because the record shows that there
were no bargaining unit members who were either separated from employment or who had
been bumped into lower paying positions at the time of the grass cutting in question. In this
regard, the record reveals that in August, 1990, the Town had complied with the July 16,
1990 settlement agreement; all the disputed pay grades of employees had been restored and

6 As we discussed in Naugatuck Board of Education, supra, the rule announced in City of New Haven
does not represent any change in the Labor Board’s method of analysis from the time prior to the
announcement of the “rule” and thus we need not.  address any issues about alleged retroactive
application.
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people were back to work. 7 Thus, we find no violation in the Town’s action of
subcontracting grass cutting at that time.*

With regard to the allegations regarding road work, we find that the work of “road
repair” is work customarily performed by the bargaining unit. We also acknowledge,
however, that the Town has hired an outside contractor in the past to perform certain road
work using an infra-red machine. When the Town has used the infra red patzing technique,
it has done so exclusivelv  through the services of an outside contractor. Thus, although
general road repair is work customarily performed by the bargaining unit, we cannot classify
work done with the infra red machine as such. The only information contained in the record
concerning subcontracting of road repair work concerns the use of the infra red machine.
Thus, we find no violation in this allegation.

MPP-13,506 (Removal of snow and ice in December, 1990 and January, 1991)

In this complaint the Union alleges that in December, 1990 and January, 1991 the
Town contracted out snow and ice removal in violation of the agreement. The Town does
not deny that it contracted out these services but claims that this was not a violation of the
settlement agreement because the Town did not send out lay off notices until January 14,
1991 and the lay offs did not take place until April, 1991. Therefore, the Town argues that
the specific occasions of subcontracting referenced in the complaint could not have caused
the lay offs.

We have no trouble finding that snow and ice removal is work customarily performed
by the bargaining unit. Although it is uncontradicted that the Town regularly subcontracts
certain snow and ice removal when such services are needed, it is clear that this is work
primarily and regularly performed by the bargaining unit.

7 We do realize that two employees had refused recall to positions after the 1989 layoffs. However, we
do not have enough record evidence to establish the reasons for their refusals. As such, we can only
conclude that these employees merely refused recall for reasons of their own. We will not hold the
Town responsible for these apparent “lay offs” in light of these circumstances.

8 We note that the record shows that the Town once again subcontracted grass cutting at the Railroad
station in spring 1991, at a time when members of the bargaining unit were laid off. We do not find a
violation in this regard for two reasons. First,. this incident is not specifically alleged in the complaints
consolidated for this hearing. Also, the record reveals that the dispute regarding this incident was
resolved between the parties at a lower level.

We also note that the record contains evidence that the Town has subcontracted the “renovation” of
certain athletic fields in the Town, which might be interpreted to include grass cutting at those fields.
Again, we will not address whether this renovation work constitutes a violation of the settlement
agreement. The Union failed to amend its complaint to include this allegation and as such, we do not
know if these facts may be the subject of other proceedings which were indirectly referred to in this
hearing. Also, we are unable from the evidence contained in this record, to draw any conclusions
regarding the exact nature of the work being done’in the athletic fields.
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However, we must take into consideration the Town’s argument that the
subcontracting in question did not play a part in the layoffs. We note that the layoff notices
did not issue until after the two specific incidents of subcontracting alleged in the complaint.
Had the lay offs taken place at the same time the notices of lay off were issued, we might be
inclined to say that the Town’s argument is without merit. In this regard, if the lay offs had
taken place shortly after the subcontracting had occurred and during the same season in
which there would be a continued need for ice and snow removal, we might l5?  convinced
that the subcontracting played a part in the Town’s decision to lay off employees.
However, the lay offs in this case did not actually take place until later in the Spring. W e
find that this gap in timing and the lack of any other information linking the subcontracting
to the lay offs fails to establish a violation of the settlement agreement. As such we dismiss
this allegation.g

MPP-13,834 (Painting at the Town Hall and the Boothe  Park Gondola)

In this complaint the Union alleges that the use of outside contractors to paint the
Town Hall and the Boothe  Park gondola violates the settlement agreement.

It is undisputed that bargaining unit members were separated from employment or had
received a decrease in pay grade at the time that the Town subcontracted the work in
question. However, due to the nature of the work involved, our analysis differs for each
allegation.

A. TOWN HALL

The record shows that the painting done at the Town Hall is part of an overall
renovation project, the cost of which is very large. This project is being funded on a bond
and requires the complete overhaul of the entire building.

We find that projects of this size and magnitude are not projects customarily
performed by the bargaining unit. The record shows that this type of work has traditionally
been contracted out and that such tasks as painting are also contracted out as part of the
larger project. Although we acknowledge that the job of painting is one within the
bargaining unit and at times bargaining unit members have painted the Town Hall, we
differentiate this type of situation in which the Town is dealing with a very expensive bond
project, which involves significant restoration. The record reveals that this is not the type of
work customarily performed by the bargaining unit in the past. As such we do not find a

9 We also find no violation in the Town’s failure to bargain with the Union before using the
subcontractors for snow and ice removal. There is no information in the record to conclude that the
use of these subcontractors differed in any manner from the past use of outsiders for snow and ice
removal.
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violation in the Town’s use of an outside contractor to perform this work, including the
painting portion of the project.

B. BOOTHE  PARR GONDOLA

We differentiate the work done on the gondola from the work done on the Town Hall.
The record is clear that the type of work being performed on the gondola buil%ng  does not
differ in any significant degree from the kind of smaller renovation and painting and
maintenance work normally performed on buildings by the bargaining unit. In this regard,
the work being performed on the gondola building includes applying a sealant to the walls,
staining the outside of the building, renovating an entryway and putting in a new heating
system. The testimony is essentially uncontradicted that this project and the work performed
is within the scope of the work customarily performed by the bargaining unit. We are also
not convinced that the size of the project is such that would place it in the category with the
Town Hall. Although the Town elicited testimony regarding the fact that the renovation was
done as part of a project which also included repairs to the “sunken gardens” adjacent to the
gondola, we do not believe this fact makes any difference in our decision. The fact that the
Town chose to include this work as part of one project which it contracted out does not
diminish the fact that this is work customarily performed by the bargaining unit. Therefore,
we find a violation in this allegation because bargaining unit employees were laid off at the
time of this subcontracting.1o

ORDER

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby

ORDERED that the Town of Stratford shall:

I. Cease and desist from:

a. Removing employees from the positions and pay grades to which they were
assigned in the July 16, 1990 settlement agreement until such time as the agreement is
properly modified or terminated.

lo Finally, as we have previously noted, we do not consider the allegations regarding the use of
temporaries on sanitation routes because the complaints do not address this issue and the Union failed
to amend its complaint to include this allegation.
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b. Subcontracting out painting work at the Boothe  Park Gondola at a time when
bargaining unit employees are laid off unless and until such time as the July 16, 1990
settlement agreement is properly modified or terminated.

II. Take the following affirmative steps which the Board finds will effectuate the purposes of
the Act: -

a. Make whole any employees unlawfully removed from a position listed in the
settlement agreement entered into on July 16, 1990 for the period from the time of the
employee’s removal until such time as the settlement agreement is properly modified or
terminated.

b. Make whole any employees who suffered a loss due to the subcontracting of
painting work at the Boothe  Park Gondola.

c . Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days from
the date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees of the bargaining unit
customarily assemble, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety.

d. Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the Labor
Department, 200  Folly Brook Boulevard, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30) days
of the receipt of this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the Town of Stratford to
comply herewith.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Antonia C. Moran
Antonia C. Moran,
Acting Chairman

s/Anthonv Sbona
Anthony Sbona,
Board Member

s/John Brittain
John Brittain,
Alternate Board Member
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CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 1st day
of March, 1995 to the following: -

Richard A. Davis RRR
Richard A. Davis & Associates
12 Raven Terrace
Stratford, Connecticut 06497

Burton M. Weinstein, Esq.
Weinstein, Weiner & Shapiro
350 Fairfield Avenue
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06604

Mark Barnhart, Town Manager
Town of Stratford
Town Hall, 2725 Main Street
Stratford, Connecticut 06497

Richard J . Person, International Representative
International Federation of
Professional & Technical Engineers
17 Shadowbrook Lane #9
Milford, MA 01757

Jack Obemesser, Director of Human Resources
Town of Stratford
Town Hall, 2725 Main Street
Stratford, Connecticut 06497

John Florek, Esq., Town Attorney
Town of Stratford
Town Hall, 2725 Main Street
Stratford , Connecticut 06497

Ellen B. Wells, Esq.
Gregory & Adams
190 Old Ridgefield Rd.
Wilton,  Connecticut 06897
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Donald F. Houston, Esq.
Durant, Sabanosh, Nichols & Houston
1000 Lafayette Boulevard
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06604

Pohn W. Kingston ’ ’
Agent
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
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